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Mechanisms, Props & Effects

High Quality Animatronics,



�ank you for your interest in DC Design Studio, LLC (aka DC Props).
Since 1998 DC Design has been creating and manufacturing some of the most unique and high 
quality animations, props, mechanisms, and special e�ects for the Dark Amusement Industry.  

Our designs, high quality workmanship, and exquisite customer service has become widely known; 
resulting and our props and e�ects being featured (and used year after year) in many of the largest 
amusement parks, professional haunted houses, and retail venues across the globe.  

DC has become a trusted source for reliability and our continued goal will always be to deliver high 
quality props that not only look great (even in the light), but also outperform and outlast our 
competitor’s products.   

DC never cuts corners, so any item you receive will be engineered to last, professionally fabricated, 
and incorporate only the highest quality materials and industrial components.  
Our characters are manufactured out of high quality, high density urethane that eliminates the need 
for latex and provides a longer lasting prop.  All our characters have steel armatures embedded within 
the foam and are individually hand painted and detailed to produce a show quality piece.  
Lastly, each product is thoroughly tested before leaving our studio and is backed by our 90 day
material and manufacturer defect warranty.

Please browse this catalog as well as be sure to check out our full line of props, mechanisms, startle 
e�ects, controllers and just about any high tech haunt related item online at www.DCPROPS.com.

In addition, if you have any questions, special requests, or just like talking to a live person prior to 
placing an order; please do not hesitate to contact us at 650-962-9254 or via email at 
info@dcprops.com.

�ank you, 

Brent Ross, Owner 
DC Design Studio, LLC

Interested in Custom Props, Designs, or OEM Manufacturing? 
DC has been creating custom props and e�ects for clients for over a decade and we're always looking 
for unique projects that push the envelope.  If you have a prop you've had in mind, we'd love the 
opportunity to tackle the project.  

DC has also become a trusted source for OEM design and manufacturing.  We are relied upon by 
many prop manufacturers to provide high quality reliable internal armatures and movement platforms 
for a wide variety of holiday decor.  If you have a prop/line that you've been looking to animate,  a 
relationship with DC may be your solution. 
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What �ts better into any haunt than a raccoon rummaging 
thru an overturned trash can? One that jumps out and attacks.  
�e  Can’d Coon is a highly detailed animated raccoon that 
rummages around the inside of a trash can making raccoon 
noises and rattling the can.  When startled (activated) the coon 
turns to attack mode and comes �ying out of the trashcan 
thrashing its head back and forth while screaming with the 
occasional spit.  Animation includes raccoon, trash can anima-
tion platforms, audio player, strobe and spitter.   Additional 
�nishes on the raccoon as well as the trash can available for an 
additional charge.     

Not all zombies want to eat your brain - 
some want to be friends and share their 
food.  Our  Zombie Offering appears as a 
static zombie holding out its prized kill 
but when activated, the raccoon comes 

alive and �ips up in an awkward and 
unsuspecting way right into your viewers 

faces. �e tattered raccoon exposes his 
sharp teeth and thrashes his head back 
and forth while spraying your viewers 
with a �ne mist of water.   Animation 

includes zombie, raccoon with head turn 
and spitter, and controller.   Additional 

�nishes on the raccoon as well as the 
zombie, audio options, and lighting 

available for an additional charge.  

DC takes great pride in hand crafting each and every prop 
that leaves our shop.  Every prop is hand painted and 

individually detailed therefore all of our animations can 
be modi�ed to suit your unique applications and themes.  
We o�er multiple �nishes, unique startle e�ects, lighting 
options, foggers, audio, additional controller options, as 
well as mechanism modi�cations to best suit our clients’ 

needs.   Please contact us for additional options and 
information. 
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What's scarier than a rabid raccoon?  How 'bout one that 
comes �ying out at you while screaming and spitting!   Our 
Attack Coon is a highly detailed raccoon that when activated 
�ies out 5 feet towards your viewers on a heavy duty scissor 
mechanism.  �e raccoon’s nose height starts at approximately 
9” and raises as it extends to a height near 32”.  �is prop 
includes a standard spitter mechanism and can be customized 
with a head thrash option, blood �nish, and or audio & 
lighting options for an additional charge. �is prop requires a 
secure and stable mounting surface. 
Size 40" x 22" x 30"

  Sticking with our farm theme, Jack Squat is 
a scarecrow styled animation that appears to 
have fallen from his post into a seated squat 

position .  When activated this oversized 
animation  leaps from a seated height of 49" 
to a standing height of 89" before outreach-

ing his arms with a synced moan.  �is 
animation features a very unique vertical 

slide system to achieve 40" of lift, all hidden 
within a squat compact animation platform 

that is hidden within Jacks body.   Prop 
includes animation platform, aged clothing, 

controller with audio, and topped o� with 
custom sculpted oversized pumpkin head 
and hands.    Can be modi�ed to suit any 

theme and available with any of our startle 
e�ects, lighting, foggers, or upgraded 

ampli�ed audio for an additional charge. 

Unless otherwise stated, All of our animations include a Fright 
Ideas controller with audio player and are triggered via a Passive 
Infrared (PIR) Sensor.  All valve and electrical wiring is 
completed and tested prior to ship.   DC does provide audio on 
speci�c props, but we will be happy to load client supplied 
audio prior to programming upon request. DC also o�ers larger 
ampli�ed audio options for an additional fee. 
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What's easier to disguise in a hayride 
or corn �elds than a hay bale?  Our  
Hay Bale Popper is a simple yet highly 
detailed skeletal animation that hides 
within a faux hay bale.  When 
activated, the trap door lifts and the 
skeleton pops up accompanied by a 
blast of air/water.   �is prop is housed 
in an all steel framed, plywood covered 
enclosure, and �nished o� with a faux 
hay covering.  Hay is also coated in a 
�re retardant. 
Approximate size 20 x 20 x 34

 Looking for some graveyard eye candy 
or maybe a cool way to direct tra�c?  

The Greeter is a full sized skeletal 
animation that sits atop an antiqued 
obelisk or hay bale (hay bale shown 

here) holding his lantern to illuminate 
the way.  Skeleton sways slightly to his 

left and right as well as forward and 
back and turns his head back and forth 

independent of the body sway (also 
available without head turn).   �is 

motor driven animation is 100% plug 
and play and lantern is battery 

powered LED (can be wired for 
110/12V use).   Skeleton comes 

standard with antiqued �nish, but 
other �nishes are available.  
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Need some very unique eye candy for your graveyard?  �e 
DC Tipsy  animation is a highly detailed full sized skeletal 
animation that sits atop an antiqued obelisk guzzling a bottle 
of wine.   

In a drunken stupor, tipsy sways randomly forward, back and 
to each side in a very organic intoxicated motion.
�is simple motor driven animation is 100% plug and play 
and includes skeleton, motor platform, antiqued obelisk, wine 
bottle and power cord.  

Tipsy is also available perched atop a hay bale or without a 
base for integration into your sets.  �is prop comes standard 
in our antiqued aged �nish but other custom �nishes are 
available upon request. 

Approx. Size 24” x 30” x 80”

Like the look of our Tipsy Skeleton, but want a more animated and 
illuminated version?  Look no further that our Tipsy Extreme.  �e 

Tipsy Extreme  is identical in all respects to our standard Tipsy, but 
the extreme adds in an illuminated rotating "liquid pour mecha-

nism" that gives the illusion of liquid pouring down the skeletons 
throat, and out his rib cage.  �e rod is also internally illuminated 

throughout the entire length of the spinning rod, so the lighting 
does not dissipate at any point. 

�is animation includes the 
antiqued skeleton, motor driven 

illuminated liquid setup (detail of 
illuminated rod shown here), motor 
base, and antiqued obelisk.  Custom 

�nishes, di�erent colored liquid 
pour, and di�erent beverage bottles 

available upon request for an 
additional fee. 
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�e Mantle Piece is a perfect addition to any haunt where  
an unsuspecting wall mounted animation can be used.   
Our wall mount line of animations feature a very unique 
low pro�le linkage system that allows for the skeletal prop 
to be mounted nearly �ush with your haunt wall.   �ese 
highly detailed skeletal bodies lay motionless against the 
wall with their head looking downward illuminated by 
�ickering LED dripping candles.   Once activated, the 
torso leans forward, the head lifts, and your viewers are 
sprayed with a blast of air/water before retracting back to 
its resting position. 
Available with di�erent �nishes, LED eyes, audio options, 
or other integrated e�ects for an additional fee. 

 Our Mantle Piece Extreme is another of 
the DC wall mount animations that's very 

similar to the Mantle Piece, but in 
addition to the body lunging forward and 

the head lifting, we've added in a third 
movement with the arms separating in a 
very creepy manor.  �is animation also 
includes audio, so as the skeleton moves 

forward, it’s accompanied by a scream.  
Animation includes the skeleton with 
independent arm control, single LED 
�ickering candle, and controller with 

pre-programmed audio.   
Spitter is not included but available for an 

additional fee.

�e Prized Kill is a wall mount animation that 
integrates perfectly into any trophy room, head hunter 
lair, or even a butcher shop; providing a space saving 
wall mounted startle prop that can attack your viewers 
from an unsuspecting place.   Appearing as a static trio 
of wall mounted deer skulls, this prop sits motionless 
until activated when the skulls slide down and 
outwards almost 90 degrees aiming the nose mounted 
spitter directly at your viewers.   Prop moves in a very 
unique way to virtually disguise the movement mecha-
nism in both retraced and activated positions.  Comes 
standard in a bone �nish, but available with blood or 
mossy �nish upon request.  Can also be mounted �at 
on a table for even more startle options.



Looking for a multi movement life/death like animation that 
attacks from below?  Our Chomper animation is a perfect �t as it 
includes a highly detailed skeletal upper body accompanied with 
our 2 axis pneumatically driven skull.   Prop remains motionless 
tucked into his cave (plywood steel framed enclosure) until 
activated, where he lunges out, lifting his head up and down, 
turning back and forth, while chomping his mouth as if he's 
trying to take a bite out of his victims.   Chomper comes standard 
in our antiqued aged �nish, but looks great blood coated.  Also 
this prop is available as a talking character as our Yapper; just 
supply us with your audio. 

Our Barrel Crawler is a unique prop that �ts perfectly into any 
industrial, toxic waste, or just about any other scene with the proper 

�nish.  It incorporates an antiqued skeletal torso mounted to a 
customized lifter hidden within a standard 55gallon steel drum that’s 

lying on its side.  When activated the skeleton emerges from inside 
the barrel; lifting up and towards your viewers while thrashing his 
head back and forth spraying a large mist of air/water upwards at 

your viewers. Very unique and unsuspecting animation that’s guaran-
teed to startle! Crawler can be customized with Bad Breath Spitter, 

fogger, audio, lighting e�ects, and blood or custom �nish for an 
additional fee.     Approx. Size 50” x 24” x 26”

Like the Barrel Crawler, but don’t want the barrel?  Our Corpse 
Crawler is your answer. �is is another unique prop that’s a little 
more universal and can be incorporated into just about any scene – 
especially one where a corpse can emerge from a low area or beneath 
your viewers (low hole in a cave or from under a bridge).  �e crawler 
incorporates an antiqued skeletal torso mounted to a customized 
lifter that when activated emerges from inside its hiding place; lifting 
up and towards your viewers while thrashing his head back and forth 
spraying a large mist of air/water upwards. Standard Crawler does not 
include any enclosure  but can be added for an additional fee.  �is 
prop can also be customized with Bad Breath Spitter, fogger, audio, 
lighting e�ects, and blood or custom �nishes for an additional fee. 



Great for use in industrial, Egyptian, or basement themed 
rooms; the Skele-Crate is an antiqued crate that appears 
lifeless, but when activated a highly detailed skeletal prop 
emerges from a hidden hatch and lunges forward and 
towards your viewers before spraying them with a �ne mist 
of water/air.

�is prop comes standard with our “Antique Bone” �nish 
but can be customized with blood �nish (Blood �nish also 
shown here), head turn mechanism, upgraded spitters, 
audio, and lighting e�ects for an additional charge.
Size 36” x 30” x 34”

One of the earliest DC designs has been brought back to 
life!   
�e Stump Jumper is a simple animation that is hidden 
within a faux tree stump.  When activated the lid rises to 
expose a skeletal �gure and viewers are blasted with a �ne 
mist of air and water.    Great for a swamp scene or any 
close proximity startle. Add a candy bowl to the top of the 
lid for a great trick or treat scare.  Animation includes tree 
stump, skeletal character, all pneumatics and standard 
spitter mech.   Available with audio player, lighting and 
custom �nishs for an additional fee.   Size 16" x 18" x 18" 

What haunted house is complete without a haunted table? 
Our animated Haunted Table was designed to appear as 
your common every day dining room table, but when 
activated a highly detailed evil skeletal prop emerges from 
a hidden hatch and lunges up and towards your viewers; 
�nally spraying them with a mist of air and water.    

�is prop features a heavy duty steel  framework, heavy 
duty hinges and linkages, as well as a thick table top with 
black table cloth.  Also available with a damask overlay 
(shown here), can be customized to mimic a kitchen table. 
Blood �nish, upgraded spitters, audio, and lighting e�ects 
also available for an additional fee.  Size 46" x 46" x 32"

Animated Props
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�e Bushwacker Extreme is our newest �agship bushwacker 
animation that features our highly detailed skeletal body 
form (head to toes) with integrated head turn, upgraded 
spitter system and larger controller with audio & lighting 
capabilities.   When activated the set of bushes separate and 
green/mossy themed skeleton lunges forward, thrashing its 
head back and forth while spraying its victims with a blast 
of air/water.    Prop includes skeletal animation, movement 
platform, controller with audio option, and silk bushes. 
�is prop can be customized with glowing eyes, Bad Breath 
Spitter System, custom paint, blood coating, or foliage 
"camou�age" �nish (foliage  �nish shown here) for an 
additional charge. Size 70" x 24" x 36"  

�e Bushwacker is a multi movement full sized skeletal anima-
tion that sits motionless behind a set of silk bushes until 

activated.  When activated the bushes part exposing a highly 
detailed evil skeletal character that travels nearly 4 FEET 

towards your viewers while spitting a mist of air/water.    �is 
prop can be customized with glowing eyes, custom paint, blood 

coating, or foliage "camou�age" for an additional charge. 

Need a prop that �ies forward, but don't need the legs or 
bushes?  Perfect!  �e Bushwacker is also available in an 

"Economy” version which includes everything sans legs & the 
silk plants (animated bush mechanism is still included).

�e Bushwacker series is an original DC Design that consists of a unique 
linkage system that allows for the prop to start low and nearly parallel to the 
ground, but when activated; provide a signi�cant amount of forward as well 
as vertical movements.   Here is a side shot of this animation.  

Animated Props (Lungers)



Need  a very simple popup that is easy to 
conceal?  �e Mini Popper is your answer.  
Our entry level animation is very similar 
to the mini leaper, except it does not 
include  arm movement, forearms or an 
animation controller. 
�is animation is truly plug and play.  
Add air, plug in the power supply and it 
lifts.  Unplug power and is slowly lowers.   
Prop can be upgraded with a standard 
spitter, custom paint scheme, trigger, or 
controller for an additional charge. 

  

�e Table Popper was designed to be a simple animation that can easily be 
integrated into your scene as a discrete end table.  Perfect for use in a living room 

bedroom, or anywhere you’d �nd a small table.  When activated a hatch lifts 
exposing your choice of highly detailed skeletal or zombie prop that rises from its 

depths spraying a �ne mist of air/water at its victims.

�is animation is also available as a raw mechanism without the table frame or 
table cloth as our Trap Door Popper.  �is mechanism can be mounted to the 

underside of most tables to add life (or death) to an existing scene.  
Prop is available in our standard antique �nish, UV, blood, or custom �nish 

(upon request) for an additional charge. 

 

Looking for a simple animation with some 
impact?  Our Mini Leaper a shortened version 
of our highly detailed skeleton (abdomen to 

head) mounted to a high quality lifter mecha-
nism. When activated the skeletal torso lifts 

20” before a secondary arm movement thrusts 
its arms upwards and towards your viewers. 

�is setup is perfectly suited for popup from 
behind a tombstone or other obstruction. 

Skeleton is �nished with our standard bone 
�nish and customizable with LED eyes, 

spitters, audio, lighting e�ects and blood 
�nish for an additional fee.  

  

�e Corpse Leaper is one of the most popular simple animations we o�er.  
�is animation features an upgraded high quality industrial strength 38” lift 
mechanism topped with a highly detailed full skeletal torso (tailbone to skull) 
with poseable arms and �ngers. When activated corpse lifts up and towards 
your viewers to a height of over 6 feet before blasting them with a high 
volume mist of air/water. Leaper is �nished is our standard bone �nish and 
can be upgraded with one of our High Volume or Bad Breath spitters, 
lighting e�ects, audio, and/ or custom �nishes for an additional fee.  

Animated Props (Leapers)
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Need an undead prop for a co�n or 
exhumed grave?   Our Corpse 

Erector features highly detailed 
skeletal torso (pelvis to head) 

mounted to a industrial erector 
mechanism. When activated the 

body sits up approx 90 degrees from 
lying to sitting position. Perfectly 

suited for sitting up from a co�n, 
but also can be mounted to a wall or 

even a ceiling. Skeleton is �nished 
with our standard bone �nish and 

available with one of our spitter 
mechanisms, LED eyes, blood �nish, 

and/or audio options for an 
additional fee. 

�e Corpse Riser is a simple vertical movement animation that was designed to 
be perfectly suited for areas that have tight con�nements (works great in wine 
barrels, behind tombstones, or in 55 gallon steel drums). Animation includes a 
highly detailed antiqued skeletal torso with 18” vertical slide mechanism.   
Available with spitter mechanism as our “Spitting Corpse Riser”, additional 
�nshes, startle e�ects, audio players, and lighting for an additional charge. Size 
30" x 16" x 14"  

Need an undead prop for a co�n or exhumed grave? 
Our Corpse Erector features highly detailed skeletal torso 
(pelvis to head) mounted to a industrial erector mechanism. 
When activated the body sits up approx 90 degrees from 
lying to sitting position. Perfectly suited for sitting up from 
a co�n, but also can be mounted to a wall or even a ceiling. 
Skeleton is �nished with our standard bone �nish and 
available with one of our spitter mechanisms, LED eyes, 
blood �nish, and/or audio options for an additional fee. 

Animated Props



�e Trash Can Zombie is a hugely popular animation that �ts into just 
about any outdoor, industrial, hillbilly, or kitchen scene to provide a quick 
and e�ective startle from an unsuspecting place. 

�e Trash Can Zombie includes a full size steel garbage can, heavy duty 
customized lifter and lid lift mechanism, zombie, and controller with 
infrared sensor.

Available with other custom �nishes, rusted can, audio, and lighting e�ects 
for an additional charge. Size 24" x 24" x 48"

�e Barrel Zombie is a very simple yet e�ective prop that is simple to use as well as can be easily integrated into 
just about any haunt scene.When activated a highly detailed zombie prop quickly emerges from inside the barrel 
and lifts up and towards your viewers; acompanied by an undead moan and optional spitter or bad breath blast.

Available in either our standard zombie or blacklight/toxic �nish; rusted barrel �nish, audio, fog, and lighting 
e�ects available for an additional charge.  Size 24" x 24" x 52"

�e Embalming Spitter is a highly detailed skeletal torso mounted 
inside a standard 55 gallon steel drum via a customized barrel lifter 
mechanism; allowing for a secure and stable prop with no exterior 
mechanisms outside of the barrel.  When activated the corpse 
emerges from inside the barrel and lifts up and towards your 
viewers before spraying them with a blast of air/water.

Options include toxic, slime or blood �nish, rusted barrel, audio, 
fog, and lighting e�ects for an additional charge.
�is prop/animation cannot be submerged. Size 50" x 24' x 24"

All barrels ship painted �at black, and trash cans ship un�nished.  
DC will custom �nish any barrel or trash can to your

speci�cations for an additional charge. 



�e Corpse Extender is a great prop for any scene where 
you want a prop to �y out at your viewers from a low 

distant area.  When activated a skeletal corpse extends 4’ 
towards your viewers on a heavy duty scissor mechanism.  

Prop starts at approximately 20” tall and raises as it 
extends to a height near 32”.  �is prop is also available 

with a standard spitter mechanism as our "Spitting Corpse 
Extender". Animation can be upgraded with a bloody or 
custom paint scheme, audio player, and lighting e�ects 

for an additional charge.

�e Corpse Reacher and Trap Door Popper combo is a great addition to any 
morgue, crypt, or autopsy table setting that requires the illusion of a static 
skeleton laying on a table.  Once activated skeleton rolls on its side towards your 
viewers and reaches its arm out to grab ‘em.  Seconds later a hatch below the main 
skeletons legs lifts and your attacked by another evil skeleton.  Also available 
without Trap Door Popper. Additional �nishes, startle e�ects, lighting, audio 
players, and  table decor are available for an additional charge.

Animated Props

�e DC Whip Heads feature one of our skeletal torsos and skull 
with six ultra �exible “whips” embedded within.  When activated 

the whips dance around erratically for a quick e�ective startle 
(great when used in close proximity locations or combined with 
our drop panel).  Available in either “Torso” or “Full Skeleton” 

versions.  Animation controller or hand held trigger are not 
included but available as an add-on.   Custom �nishes also 

available for an additional fee. 
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DC's "Brutal Line" is exactly that.   If you're looking 
for disturbing, bloody, human execution type props, 
these are probably right up your alley!   �ese can be 

modi�ed upon client request to suit any theme. 

Everyone expects the killer to come back to life, 
but who would expect the decapitated body too? 
Our Stumpy animation features a decapitated 
body perched on a realistic bloody tree stump.  
When activated the body lifts at the waist and 
turns towards your viewers spewing blood 
(water) out of the neck stump (up to 10 FEET).   

Animation includes life size victim, realistic tree 
stump, water blaster setup, all pneumatics and 
controller with infrared sensor.  Decapitated 
human head, cannon blaster setup and audio 
player available for an additional charge.   
Clothing will vary.  
Approx. Size 48” x 22” x 24”

Our Left for Dead animation is a brutal prop 
that features a bound victim gag'd by a

double barrel shotgun in his mouth.
�e victim trashes his upper torso and legs 
violently in attempt to free himself before

both barrels go o�; creating a loud bang and 
expelling brain matter (water) out of the

back of his head.

Animation features a unique mechanism and 
mounting platform that allows the animation 

to move in multiple directions to simulate a 
realistic struggle. Includes life size victim, 

replica shotgun, blaster setup, burlap hood, all 
pneumatics and controller.  Optional large 

volume air cannon setup avaiable if you want a 
really loud bang.  Approx. size 42" x 20" x 34"

Brutal Props
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�e Light Lifter is our entry level 
economical lifter that was designed to 
lift light weight  props (up to 25lbs).  
Lifter is professionally welded and 

provides 20” of vertical lift and 
includes all pneumatics and power 
supply as well as mounting holes in 

base for easy mounting. 
Size 12" x 14" x 18"  

�e Medium lifter was designed as an 
"all around" lifter for haunt use, and 

can be used in a wide range of 
applications. Engineered to animate 
medium weight props (up to 30-45 

lbs safely) with 22” of vertical 
movement from a starting point of 

12" up to 34”.  
Size 28" x 18" x 10" 

�e DC Heavy Lifter is a 
professional 4 bar lifter that was 
designed for heavier props (up 
to 60lbs safely).  Lifter provides 

32” of travel with a platform 
height of 12" at rest up to 44" 

when activated. 
Size 30" x 12" x 18"

�e Trash Can lifter was designed for 
adding an animation into a standard 

sized trash can.  Lifter provides 20” of 
vertical travel and the base and lifter 
bars were designed to �t within the 

formed circumfrance of the trash can 
to maximizing �oor space while 

maintaining stability.
Size 24” x 14” x 12” 

�e Barrel lifter is a uniquely 
designed lifter designed for use 
within standard open top 55 

gallon steel drums. 
�e lifter provides 22" of vertical 
travel and was designed to use the 

strength of the barrel wall for 
mounting and stability; in turn 

providing the maximum room for 
your prop.  �is mechanism was 
also designed for use under water. 

Size 30” x 20” x 8”.

�e Vertical Lifter was designed for 
use in tight areas where only straight 

up and down movement could be 
accommodated. �e vertical slide 
platform provides 18" of vertical 

travel and minimizes cylinder strain 
and play throughout movement. �is 
mechanism can be customized up to 

32" for an additional charge.
Size 26” x 14” x 12”

All of our pneumatic mechanisms are built to the highest quality standards and only use professional grade parts and materials. All kits 
include valve, cylinder, �ow controls (for adjusting the lift and decent speeds), push in �ttings, and all required airlines for connection to 

your compressor.  Welded mounting brackets or mounting holes are included for easy and safe anchoring.  All mechanisms require 
110V standard power & compressor with constant 60-120 PSI. Animation controllers are not included but available as an add-on.

Mechanisms (Lifters)
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Due to popular demand our Bushwacker Mechanism is now available 
in "raw" form.   �e bushwacker mechanism is a multi movement 
animation that includes dual front cylinder driven vertical uprights as 
well as a trail bar linkage that provides nearly 4' of forward travel.   
�is raw mechanism includes steel framework and all pneumatic 
components and 12V valves.  Dual output controller and trigger is 
available for an additional charge.
Approximate Size 56" x 36' x 36" 

�e Torso Erector was 
designed for use in co�ns 
or mounted to the ground 
to provide a lying to 
sitting animation; perfecr 
for that unexpected 
startle. Made to animate 
the common skeletal 
torso; this is a perfect 
animation mechanisms 
provides approximately 80 
degrees of movement to 
take a prop from lying to 
a seated position.

�e Torso Erector with 

Arms is similar to our 
standard torso erector, 
but with the addition of 
outreaching arms.  �e 
arms are mechanically 
tied into the lifter and 
begin to reach outwards 
as the erector rises.  
Arms are poseable and 
will work with a wide 
assortment of o� the 
shelf props. 

�e Horizontal Mover extends 
most light/mid weight props (up 

to 25lbs) horizontally 18" at a 
slight angle; providing movement 

for ground level props. Mechanism 
can be customized for up to 32" of 

travel for an additional charge.

�e Scissor Extender is a scissor 
extension mechanism that 
launches light weight props over 4 
feet towards your viewers . Mecha-
nism features welded steel uprights 
with base supports, specially 
designed steel cylinder and scissor 
guides, additional bracing to 
remove all unnecessary strain from 
the cylinder, and all pneumatic 
components.  Also includes sleeve 
bearings on each bolt/linkage to 
make for a robust mechanism 
while maintaining an extremely 
smooth and precise extension and 
retraction.
Size 30" x 18" x 30"
 

Pneumatic Mechanisms
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Pneumatic Mechanisms

�e DC Half Torso Erratic Kicker is a high quality armature for use with a 
upside down half body animations. �e legs incorporate individual cylinders as 

well as unique pivot points that provide a eerie swinging movement that is 
extremely unexpected.  Also available as our standard Half Torso Kicker.

�e Erratic Hangman Kicker is a high 
quality robust steel framed arma-
ture for use with a hanging person 
animation. �e waist and legs 
incorporate individual cylinders as 
well as unique pivot points; in turn 
allowing this body armature to 
produce movements that are 
extremely life like and erratic.   �is 
animation is like no other kicker on 
the market!

�e Electric Chair mechanism was 
designed to mimic and exaggerate the 

violent movement caused when the body 
(zombie and aliens included) is electro-

cuted. �is mech was designed to be used 
inside a �exible foam body form to 

provide an extremely realistic prop with 
very violent movements.

Must be secured to a strong chair.

Looking to animate a prop head or even a 
servo driven skull, but want the power and 
reliability a pneumatic platform? Look no 
further than the DC Head Turn/Lift 

Mechanism.  �is easy to conceal mecha-
nism provides a wide range of movement 
on an extremely strong and long lasting 
pneumatic movement platform.  Mecha-
nism is a welded precision laser cut steel 
armature that is fully integrated with 
bearing pivots and adjustable cylinder 
mounts.  Mechanism is available with 
both lift and turn movements or as head 
turn or head lift only.



Want a haunted drum animation, but don't want the steep shipping price 
tag?  �e Barrel Hopper Mechanism is your answer.  �e hopper is a precision 
laser cut armature designed to distribute the force exerted on the barrel.  It 
was also designed with the barrel dimensions so you will achieve the most 
movement possible.  Also includes a high quality rubber bumper to protect 
your �oors.

Pneumatic Mechanisms

Due to popular demand our Haunted Table/Skele-Crate Mechanism is now avail-
able in "raw" form.   �is all steel framework provides a simple yet very e�ective 
animation that includes a four bar linkage  as well as a hinged vertical linkage to 
lift the main animation as well as the hinged lid in perfect unison.   �is raw 
mechanism includes the steel framework and all pneumatic components and 
high �ow 12V valve.  Controller and trigger is available for an additional charge.

Looking to have a door open or close on queue?  If so DC makes a universal 
Door Opener that just might �t the bill.   �ese easy to conceal mechanisms 
provide multiple mounting options for outward opening doors and are built 
using laser cut steel sub-plates and pivot brackets to ensure a long lasting anima-
tion.  Openers are also available in "Dual" options for multiple doors and can be 
reversed so if/when power is lost, the doors will automatically open.  Custom 
versions of our openers are available upon request. 

Looking for a Haunted Crate animation but already have the crate? 
�e DC Crate Hopper Mechanism is a precision laser cut armature designed to 

easily mount to the side(s) of just about any wooden crate to provide a 
strong long lasting animation.  Mechanism is very versatile and can be easily 

modi�ed to provide the most movement possible.  Also includes a high 
quality rubber bumper to protect your �oors.

Need to partially open a co�n 
or crate lid?   �e DC Lid Opener’s 
are built speci�cally for it!  �ese 

heavy duty cylinders and 
brackets allow for very easy 

installation and concealment of 
the mechanism that will bring 

your prop to life. 



Warning: Please use caution and common sense with these startle e�ects.  �ey produce a large volume of air and high 
decibel levels that can be harmful to your viewers and actors. Never �re towards eyes or ears or in the vicinity of children. 

�e DC Mini Air Cannon delivers a 
large blast of air that is guaranteed 

to startle (without blowing out 
your viewers & actors eardrums*).  

Due to its compact size this 
cannon can be easily concealed. 
Also due to its small size - NO 

mandatory re-�ll time is required. 
Push the hand held trigger button 

as often as you like.  
 

�e DC Air Cannon delivers a huge 
blast of air that is guaranteed to 
startle. �is bad boy features all 
steel construction with welded 

mounting brackets and a custom 
designed resonator to amplify the 
already loud blast. Our large air 

cannon includes mounting 
brackets and hand held trigger. 

�e Under Water Air Cannon is a unique 
startle e�ect that can be submerged 
under water to provide an extremely 
startling hidden e�ect.�e UWAC 

blasts nearly a gallon of water 
vertically (up to 10 feet) along with a 
large audible blast of nearly 5 gallons 

of air.  Great for shallow ponds!
Includes mounting bars to anchor 

cannon under water. Controller not 
included but available for an 

additional charge.  
 

�e DC Drop Panel was 
designed to easily bolt into 

an existing column or 
haunt wall framework to 

provide 24" of “panel 
drop” for a quick and 

extremely e�ective startle. 
When activated the panel 

quickly drops and when 
power is removed, the 

panel returns to its upright 
position. �e drop panel 
includes full steel welded 

framework with heavy duty 
mounting tabs, removable 

3/4" wood panel, 24" 
cylinder, and all pneumatic 

components.  
Animation controller and 

wooden frame not 
included. 

�e DC line of startle e�ects are all pneumatic (air) powered and designed to provide safe yet e�ective startles.  All e�ects are 
built using only the highest quality components, and include all required necessary �ttings, power supplies, and mounting 
brackets (where available).  All startle props require 110V power & 30-120PSI.  Unless speci�ed, animation controllers or 

manual push button triggers are not included, but available for purchase.

Startle Effects

�e Haunted Drum is a simple startle prop that 
mimics a person/creature entombed inside a 

standard 55 gallon steel drum.  When activated 
the barrel bounces erratically creating an 

audible scare as well as a visually interesting 
animation.  We recommend chaining this bad 
boy down as it has a tendency to wander.  Also 

available with custom �nishes, audio player, 
lighting e�ects, or without the drum as our 

barrel hopper mechanism. 
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�e DC Spitter Mechanism is a  
mechanical device that enables just 
about any prop or scenic element to 
spray a �ne mist of air/water up to

10 FEET.  Requires an air compressor 
with 40-100PSI and 110V power.  

Optional controller and triggers are 
available for an additional charge.

Want to soak your viewers?  
�e DC High Volume Spitter is a 

your answer.  �e HV spitter sprays 
approximately 4 times amount of 

air/water at a lower PSI.  
Spitter requires an air compressor 
with 40-100PSI and 110V power.  

Optional controller and triggers are 
available for an additional charge. 

Combine the disgusting smell of our 
Bad Breath Mechanism with the 

power of our High Volume Spitter 
and you are presented with the DC 

Bad Breath Spitter �is duo is an 
air powered delivery system that 
blasts your viewers with a high 

volume blast of scented "mist" that is 
guaranteed to gross out your viewers.  
�e water does not contain a scent 

additive so it safe for close proximity 
use, but we wouldn’t recommend 
drinking it. Spitter requires an air 
compressor with 40-100PSI and 

110V power.  Optional controller 
and triggers are available for an 

additional charge.

Want a great startle e�ect, 
but without the water?  

Our Bad Breath Mechanism 
is an air powered delivery 
system that builds up a 
considerable “blast” of 

scented air that is guaranteed 
to gross out your viewers.  
�e mechanism can be 

adjusted to provide a subtle 
“blow” all the way up to a 

large blast. Can also be used 
as a scent distribution system 
for rooms to deliver a smell 

on demand.  
Requires an air compressor 
with 40-100PSI and 110V 
power.  Optional controller 
and sensors are available for 

an additional charge. 
Scent not included.

If you are looking for a mechanism to 
actually spit out a small amount of 
water without the air blast, the DC 
Metered Water Spitter is your 
answer.  �e MWS is a cylinder 

driven spit system that primes the 
entire water line, but only releases

approximately a tablespoon of water 
per shot.  Water is on demand so 

there is no wait between �res. Spitter 
requires an air compressor, 110V 
power, a 5 gallon reservoir and a 

single output controller is strongly 
recommended.     

�e DC Ankle Tickler is a very simple yet e�ective startle e�ect that simulates bugs or rats nipping at your 
feet.  E�ect features six silicon whips mounted to a �exible main supply line; when activated whips dance 

erratically around your viewers feet.  Extremely e�ective when used in dark areas in conjunction with 
ambient bug or rat sound e�ects. Requires an air compressor with 40-100PSI and 110V power.  Optional 

controller with or without audio player, triggers, and lighting e�ects are available for an additional charge.

Startle Effects
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�e DC Skull Pikes appear as simple "eye candy" but house one of our air driven 
startle e�ects (your choice of either Mini Air Cannon, Bad Breath, Spitter 
Mechanism, or Whip Head) which provides a close proximity scare.  Also 

available as a standard pike with no e�ect integrated.  Ships in standard bone 
�nish, but available with blood �nish and/or with a controller and infrared 

sensor for an additional charge.  Approx. size 48" x 10" x 10" 

No Servos Here!   �e DC Animated Skull is the only pneumatic driven skull on the market!  All pneumatics are integrated 
on specially designed steel sub plates that allow for heavy duty use while minimizing all strain on the rigid urethane 
skull; in turn providing a long lasting skeletal animation that can be easily programmed with standard haunt controllers.   
�e standard skull includes the single jawmovement and all pneumatics required to opperate the jaw.

Can be upgraded with our head turn/lift mechanism, multi output controller, lighting, or custom �nishes for an 
additional fee.

Need some graveyard eye candy or maybe a excellent distraction 
prop?  �e DC Rocking Shovel is a simple yet mesmerizing anima-
tion that provides the illusion of "something" under the ground 
pushing and pulling at the partially embedded shovel.  When 
activated (plugged in), the shovel rocks back and forth slowly 
with all motors and mechanics hidden behind the shovel.   �is 
high quality animation features an all steel mechanism, motor, 
bearing linkages and power cord.  Available with or without a 
faux rock. Requires 110V power. 

Unique Effects
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Static Props

�e Ground Breaker is a simple static prop that adds life and realism to 
any graveyard scene.   Our highly detailed skeletal prop appears to be 
pushing his way out of the ground while reaching in a very lifelike 
pose to grab at your viewers.   Standard version comes with hand 
painted skeleton with posable arms and �ngers.   Can be upgraded 
with one of our spitter, bad breath, or bad breath spitter e�ects.  
Lights, audio, animation controllers, and custom �nishes are available 
for an additional charge.  

�e DC Full Skeleton is a highly detailed skeletal body form that can be posed and 
displayed at any venue.  Our full skeleton stands at nearly 6' tall and has a steel armature 
running thru each extremity allowing the hands, arms, head, jaw, and legs to be posed in 

almost any position to perfectly suit your scene.  All skeletons come in our standard 
“antique” �nish; however a blood �nish or a custom �nish is available for an additional 

charge.  Please note: this is our static version and it is not reinforced to withstand the 
force of animation.  Please contact us for a custom version if needed.

�e DC Skeletal Torso is a highly detailed 
skeletal body form that is very similar to our 
full skeleton, but sans legs and feet.    �is 
skeleton is semi pose-able, but due to the 
extreme elbow bend we do not recommend 
attempting to straighten the arms.  Custom 
poses are available upon request. All 
skeletons come in our standard “antique” 
�nish; however a blood �nish or a custom 
�nish is available for an additional charge.  
Please note: this is our static version and it is 
not reinforced to withstand the force of 
animation.  Please contact us for a custom 
version of this prop if you plan to animate.

�e DC 1/2 Torso is very similar to our 
Skeletal Torso, but is cut o� right below the 
rib cage.  Shown here in our “bloody” �nish

�is skeletal prop comes welded to a laser 
cut steel plate for easy mounting and display.



Matt the Zombie is an extremely detailed prop that was masterfully 
sculpted, cast and manufactured by Necrotic Creations.  �is 
simple static prop adds realistic "after-life" any scene.   Also 
available with a simple startle e�ect integrated or custom paint 
schemes for an additional fee.

UV Matt is the same prop as the standard 
Matt, but cast in a UV reactive foam that 

glows under black light.  Matt UV and 
standard Matt can also be cast with a rigid 

shell to withstand paintball hits. 

Jack is an oversized rotting pumpkin that 
was custom sculpted to give the feel of a 
aging Jack-O’-Lantern on its way out.  Cast 
in the same high quality self skinning foam 
we use for our skeletons and hand painted 
for that �nal touch. �e pumpkin measures 
15" tall x 13" wide. 

Sculpted by Fright 
�eatre this aged 
Haunted Bust is a 

perfect visual piece for 
any haunted manor, 
cemetery, or.  Bust is 

cast in high quality 
urethane and aged to 

perfection.  Each 
purchase will also 
include a antique 

photo reprint of the 
character from which 

this sculpt was 
inspired. Measures 

approx 23” tall x 10” 
wide. 

Static Props



Don’t want to hassle with ordering individual compo-
nents?  �e DC Valve Kit is the easiest way to get started 

with pneumatics.  Our 12V valve kit includes everything 
you need to connect your air compressor and control one 

double acting cylinder (cylinder not included but 
available for an additional charge).  Kit is pre-assembled 

and tested prior to shipping.

Using large cylinders, or want faster cylinder reaction?  
Check out our DC High Volume Valve Kit.   Similar to the 

standard vlave kit, but larger in size and CV �ow and 
includes higher amperage 12V power supply and �ow 

control mu�ers.

Pneumatics

�e DC Standard 4 Way Valve is the 
industry standard for controlling a 
double acting cylinder.  �e valve 
includes a machined aluminum 

valve body, 12V, 24V, or 110V coil, 
1/4" NPT main ports, and 1/8" 

NPT exhaust ports.   

�e DC High Volume 4 Way Valve is 
the industry standard for control-
ling larger double acting cylinder. 

(we recommend these for any 
cylinder over 6” or any bore size 
above 1.25”  �e valve includes a 
machined aluminum valve body, 

12V, 24V, or 110V coil, 1/4" NPT 
main ports, and 1/4" NPT exhaust 

ports.   

DC only uses the highest quality 
industrial components, and there 
isn’t a better cylinder mnufacturer 

out there than Bimba.  DC is a 
reseller of these cylinders and we 
stock many of the most common 

sizes.  �ere are way too many 
cylinders and cylinder options out 
there, so whatever you need, DC 

will be happy to provide the correct 
cylinder for your project.  Please 
contact us for more details and 

pricing. 

DC also sells a wide assortment of 
pneumatic components including valves, 
push in �ttings, tubing, �ow controls, 
pressure regulators, manifolds, and specialty 
hardware.  Due to the wide assortment, 
please check our website at 
www.DCPROPS.com for pictures, 
details and cost. 



Controllers
�e PicoBoo ONE is the most compact and easiest single output 
controller we o�er.  Features 1 solid state 12V or 24V relay 
output, so this bad boy will power most of our startle e�ects 
without the need of a second power supply.   Extremely easy 
to program and also includes a trigger input for use with any 
of our triggers. 

�e PicoBoo 103 is one step above the One in that it has two 
relay outputs for controlling a wide range of props and 
lighting e�ects.  DC recommends this controller for props 
that do not require audio but need control over two separate 
elements.   �is controller can be found on many of our 
simple animations. Extremely easy to program and also 
includes a trigger input for use with any of our triggers.

�e PicoBoo 104 has become our standard controller.   �is 
dual output controller is very similar to the 103, but 
includes an internally ampli�ed 30watt audio player that is 
capable of playing up to 2 minutes of recorded audio. We 
recommend and use this controller on all of our simple 
animations to provide control over 2 elements and audio. 
Also includes a trigger input for use with any of our triggers.  

�e PicoBoo 124 is the perfect answer for simple props that 
require more than 2 outputs.  �e 124 provides 4 relay 
outputs that allow the user to integrate pneumatics, zero 
voltage fogger triggering, 110V lighting within a single 
controller while maintaining its simple setup and program-
ming.  �is controller also has the same integrated audio 
player as the 104 as well as an ambient animation option.   

�e PicoBoo Max is the latest and greatest in the PicoBoo line 
and bridges the gap between the PicoBoos and BooBox 
controllers.  �is controller is similar to the 124, but 
features an MP3 player for easy and clear audio, 30watt 
ampli�er, and is also easily programmed with the onboard 
switches, or with the PC interfaced "Director".

�e BooBox FLEX is our go to controller for simple to mid 
range animations that require between 4-8 elements as well 
as CD quality sound.  �e Flex provides either 4 or 8 
12/24V DC outputs  and two trigger inputs.  �is controller 
has an SD card for storing audio �les as well as animation 
programs and  can be easily programmed with the PC 
interfaced "Director" or stand alone "Scare Master".     Can 
also be integrated with any of our triggers and or relay cards 
for switching high current or high voltage loads. 

�e BooBox FLEX MAX is the next 
step up for complex anima-
tions that require up to 16 
outputs, 8 trigger inputs, a 

50watt internal ampli�er, and 
DMX lighting and servo 

control.   �is bad boy is the 
luxury yacht of controllers!    

�is controller has an SD card 
for storing audio �les as well 
as animation programs and  
can be easily programmed 

with the PC interfaced 
"Director" or stand alone 

"Scare Master".     Can also be 
integrated with any of our 

triggers and or relay cards for 
switching high current or high 

voltage loads. 

�e only thing better than an 
easy to use controller, is an 
even easier to use PC inter-
face.  Step in the Director 

Connect! Director Connect 
will allow you to interface any 
of the BooBox controllers or 
the PicoBoo 134 directly to 
your PC so you can animate 
your prop and/or scene in 

"real-time".   �e director is 
unlike any other interface on 

the market in that it is 
extremely easy to setup, use, 

and is not expensive.  �e 
director is nearly plug and 

play and with all of the Pico & 
BooBox items there is easy to 
follow instructions and videos 



 DC Prop Builders Handbook - Volume 1

�is book is the Home and Pro Haunters dream instruction manual for aiding in the reproduc-
tion of 22 of our original designs, as well as an introduction to new materials & fabrication tools 
& techniques.  �e book ranges from very simple to medium complexity props, but the tips and 
techniques learned can serve as a foundation of skills to be used when designing and creating 
your own Devious Concoctions. 

�e book features step by step instructions with simple easy to understand text, tons of pictures 
and diagrams, and parts lists (including suppliers) to aid you in the construction of our prop 
designs. 

 

Ready to the next step in building more advanced props?   If so then you’re ready for the 
second edition of the DC Prop Builders Handbook series. 

�e DC Prop Builders Handbook - Volume 2 features 150 pages of extremely descriptive 
instructions to create another 10 of our unique designs.  In addition we added an in depth 

introduction to computer control and pneumatics, so not only will you have the instruc-
tions to build the prop, but the knowledge of its internal workings and means of control.

Please check out website www.DCPROPS.com for additional details.
E-Versions of the books are also available for purchase/download on our website.

DC Design Studio, LLC
Post O�ce Box 132   Mountain View, California 94042

Ph. 650-962-9254  - Fax 302-338-0550
www.DCPROPS.com

Need an extremely easy 
to use trigger for detect-
ing movement?  A PIR or 
Passive Infrared Sensor is 
your answer.    �ese 

PIR's are our standard 
trigger and provide 

simple wiring and use as 
well as are extremely 

versatile and easy to hide.  
 

Our Hand Held Trigger is 
a very simple to use 
manual push button 
trigger that is housed 

within an all machined 
metal body.  Includes a 
12' pre-wired insulated 
cord and is extremely 
easy to wire into any 

controller or low voltage 
props power supply.  

 

Have an animation or startle 
e�ect that needs precision 
sensing?  �e Beam Sensor 

provides the most accurate 
pin point triggering of any 
of our triggers.  �e beam 
sensor emits an invisible 

infrared beam that is 
bounced o� a re�ector into a 

receiver.  �e instant the 
beam is broken, the internal 
relay is turned on, triggering 

the connected controller.  

Similar to our hand held 
trigger, but triggered by your 

patrons.  �e Step Mat is a 
pressure pad that can be 

taped to a �oor or hidden 
under a rug to provide pin 

point activation of an 
animation or startle e�ect.   

animation.
 

Prop Builders Handbooks

Triggers


